CONTACTED BY KEITH G. BONGIRNO IN MAY 1964 WHEN SUBJECT WAS DEBRIEFED AFTER HIS TRIP TO VENEZUELA FOR MAY 1ST CELEBRATION AND CODESA & CONGRESS.

SUBJECT CAN BE TURNED OVER TO ANY SPANISH SPEAKING CASE OFFICER.

SUBJECT KNOWS BONGIRNO AS MR. JOHNS, AND AMCLATTER-1 IN TRUE NAME.
SECRET

SECTION III

MOTIVATION AND CONTROL

1. ESTIMATE SUBJECT'S MOTIVATION. (Describe, if possible, the evidence. Do not use vague comments such as "anti-communist.")

Subject seems to be a genuine patriot and strongly anti-AMTHUG-1. His father is an old time Communist transport worker (now retired and apparently had a change of heart) and Subject seems to have complex to try to undo his father's wrongs. Subject ambitious and career

2. INDICATE WHAT CONTROL, IF ANY, EXISTS OVER THE SUBJECT. (Ex: no control, or if there is a lack of CONSCIOUS, explain.)

Through the salary he receives from AMICE. If Subject performs well in his mission of penetrating CLASC, and an additional amount paid under the table for his services is recommended. If Subject joins CLASC also an additional payment (besides his CLASC salary) should be contemplated.

SECTION III

COVER

1. COVER USED BY SUBJECT AND CASE OFFICER IN THEIR MEETINGS.

Safehouse.

2. COVER USED BY SUBJECT IN OBTAINING HIS INFORMATION AND IN CONTACTING HIS INFORMANTS.

As a member of JOC since 1947 and always closely connect with CLASC. Especially in view of the offer of affiliation of his organization.

3. INDICATE SERVICE FOR WHICH SUBJECT THINKS HE WILL WORK (if working). (OPT) XXX by CLASC.

Subject knows the Agency he is working for.

SECTION IV

INTELLIGENCE CONNECTIONS AND TRAINING

1. EXPLAIN SUBJECT'S PAST OR PRESENT CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER INTELLIGENCE SERVICE. INDICATE THE EXTENT SUCH CONNECTION IS KNOWN QUITE.

NA

2. LIST OTHER INDIVIDUALS (AGENTS, RELATIVES, FRIENDS) AND ANY OF SUBJECT'S PRESENT INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES.

AMICE resters AMOT-20 and AMICE-3 Know that Subject has to check on possible communist penetration in CLASC, but ignore any specific mission entrusted to Subject.

3. EXPLAIN ANY TRAINING SUBJECT HAS HAD IN CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS.

None.

SECTION V

COLLABORATION POTENTIAL

1. INDICATE OTHER TYPES OF PROJECTS SUBJECT WOULD BE MOST LIKELY TO COLLABORATE WITH DUE TO HIS IDEOLOGY OR PAST ASSOCIATIONS WITH...

XXX Government of liberated FRUMEN. Possibly any Latin American government which will offer support to the Cuban liberation, however, this is doubtful an subject undoubtedly knows that we are the safest "let".
SECRET

SECTION XII
JULIE FOR OTHER OPERATIONS

1. Indicate special abilities, talents, or qualifications possessed by subject which could conceivably be of value for other operations.

Public speaking, labor training, labor organizer.

SECTION XIII
COMMENTS

1. If it is proposed to pay subject a regular salary, indicate the weekly amount to be paid in exchange for commodities, service or other method. Specify and give reason.

----

It is proposed to continue to pay subject his regular salary. If he will be employed by CLAS in addition to the salary received from CLAS, subject should receive an additional amount from us.

2. Explain any promises, other than those covered herein, made to subject (Example: Commitments regarding education of family and food.)

No promises were made to subject.

SECTION XIV
CE AND SECURITY

1. Indicate the field agencies and field files with which subject's name has been checked and the results.

ODENY and WAVE files.

2. Indicate other investigative measures taken to verify biographical information furnished by subject.

WAVE files.

3. Indicate whether or not provisional operational approval or operational approval has been previously granted.

POA granted. 25 May 64.

4. Date approval obtained.

15 June 64.

5. Evaluate subject's character, reliability and security. Citing evidence where possible.

Subject is dynamic, resourceful and gets things done. Good speaker—should be used as propagandist and organizer. Has no patience or flair for office work. Ambitious, wants to be a leader. Has leadership qualities, but often lacks maturity and has still lot to learn in field of diplomacy and human relations. Well liked, in general, has enemies because of his "defection" as Playa Giron prisoner. (Note: Exposed return Cuba with rest of prisoners delegation sent to Miami.)

6. Explain any situation or incitement in which subject may have been involved which must be evaluated from a CE/OPERATIONAL SECURITY viewpoint.

No indiscretions or violations of security known to the case officer.

SECTION XV
SUBJECT'S PERSONAL HABITS

1. Use of drugs, etc. smoking, gambling, parenthesizes.

NA

SECRET
Subject could pass as a native of several L.A. countries.

Files and personal assessment.

NA

NA

NA

SECRET
Subject represented ANICE on several international labor events, made LA tours contacting labor leaders, lecturing on situation of PBRUMEN workers under ANMEN regime and promoting the boycott against nations trading with PBRUMEN.

2. Indicate how and from whom subject obtains information.
   From labor leaders and workers as an exile PBRUMEN labor leader.

3. Indicate what has been told subject as to the disposition of information he furnishes.
   Subject reports to us but the disposition of the information he furnishes was never discussed.

4. Detail subject's proposed F1 or G1 type use or duties.
   If employed by any international labor organization or used by one of our stations, subject can supply information regarding labor organization, personalities, inter-relationship etc. He can also be useful in a similar capacity in liberated PBRUMEN.

5. Detail subject's proposed PP-WM type use or duties.
   Subject is a good speaker and worked as JOC propagandist. He can be used in PP operations in the labor field. Subject was a member of the Brigade 2506 and expressed desire to be used in PP operations if the opportunity arises (against ANTHUG-1 regime target).

SECTION VII

4. Proposed liaison or operational activity

1. Where subject is an official member of a foreign government?
   NA

2. Where subject is an official member of an OVOCE agency?
   NA

SECTION VIII

Agency relationship with subject

Subject receives $300 monthly salary via ANICE payroll. Knows only Bengirno and CLATTER-1.